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The connection between CALPHAD models and Phase-Field models is discussed against the
background of minimization of the total Gibbs energy of a system. Both methods are based on
separation of a multiphase system into individual contributions of the bulk phases, which are
described by appropriate models in composition, temperature, and pressure. While the
CALPHAD method uses a global minimization of the total Gibbs energy, the Phase-Field method
introduces local interactions, interfaces, and diffusion and allows for non-equilibrium situations.
Thus, the Phase-Field method is much more general by its concept, however, it can profit a lot if
realistic thermodynamic descriptions, as provided by the CALPHAD method, are incorporated.
The present paper discusses details of a direct coupling between the Multiphase-Field method
and the CALPHAD method. Examples are presented from solidification of technical Mg and Ni
base alloys and some problems arising from common practice concerning thermodynamic
descriptions in order-disorder systems.
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transitions, Phase-Field modeling

1. Introduction

Thermodynamics deduces a maximum of information
about a system with an infinite number of unknowns, only
considering universal symmetries of nature. In this frame-
work the time dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory forms
the basis of modern Phase-Field models. However, it is
rumored that even Landau himself did not believe his
expansion of the free energy functional could be based on a
serious physical background. As such we are in a neigh-
borhood akin to CALPHAD modeling, whose ‘‘lack of
physics’’ has often been blamed in the past, in particular by
the honorary person of this symposium, Alan Oates.[1]

We welcome the recent efforts, to put ‘‘more physics into
CALPHAD’’, to combine CALPHAD with Ab initio

methods[2] and to derive Phase-Field models by systematic
coarse graining from density functional theory.[3-5] In the
mean time, however, we try to demonstrate, how good
physics can be made by the combination of both methods
and how they can profit from each other.

Let us remember first, that the Ginzburg-Landau func-
tional F ¼ Fð/;r/Þ is an expansion in the order parameter
/ and its gradientr/ around a fixpoint, the critical point of a
second order phase transformation. The justification of this
expansion is, that both / and r/ vanish at the critical point
and are small in its close vicinity. The expansion parameters,
or Landau coefficients, are related to the distance from the
critical point and reflect the universal symmetries of the
system under consideration. The overwhelming success of
this concept lasts on in the renormalization group theories of
phase transitions. When applying the concept to first order
phase transitions, the principle feature of the system, to be
scale invariant, is lost. Finite size effects and the intrinsic
properties of the system become important. Now the Landau
parameters need to be related to measurable quantities. The
break through in this respect marks the birth of the Phase-
Field approach, when Caginalp[6] and later Wheeler et al.[7]

worked out the Gibbs-Thomson limit of the Phase-Field
equation, which relates the Landau parameters to interface
mobility, energy, and width and to the free energy difference
between bulk phases. Following their line we formulate the
Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional F composed of the
grain boundary part f GB and the chemical part f CH (other
contributions like elastic and magnetic energy may be added)

F ¼
Z

X
f GB þ f CH ðEq 1Þ

f GB ¼
XN
a;b¼1

4rab

g
g2

p2
jr/a � r/bj þ /a/b

� �
ðEq 2Þ
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f CH ¼
XN
a¼1

/a fa ~cað Þ þ~l ~c�
XN
a¼1

/a~ca

 !
ðEq 3Þ

/aðx; tÞ is the Phase-Field variable, /a ¼ 1 if the local state
of the system is phase a; /a ¼ 0 if the phase is not a. The
intermediate values 0 mark the interface regions. rab is the
grain boundary energy between a grain of phase b and a
grain of phase b;g the interface width, here taken equal for
all pairs of phases11 faðciaÞ is the bulk Gibbs free energy of
phase a with concentration ~ca and ~l is the diffusion
potential ~l ¼ ð~fa=caÞ ¼ ð~fb=cbÞ equal in all coincident
phases. It was a long way from the general Ginzburg-
Landau models to the thermodynamic consistent models in
the Gibbs-Thomson limit, and there are still numerous
theoretical, numerical, and practical aspects open. However,
the identification of the model parameters to those given
above, is well established today. Kim et al.[8] were the first
to point out that the bulk free energy terms fað~caÞ can be
directly taken from CALPHAD databases, while the first
numerical model, that used direct coupling to CALPHAD
databases,[9] still used a phase diagram description with
equilibrium slopes as a loop way. Now several models of
coupling Phase-Field and CALPHAD have been published
that differ in the treatment of the interface thermodynamics
and in technical details of the coupling.[10-15] In the
following we shortly summarize the actual model developed
by the authors.[16] In Section 3 some demands on the
databases will be discussed, that are crucial for their use in
connection with Phase-Field calculations, before some
example calculations are presented in Section 4.

2. Equations of Motion and Coupling Scheme

From the free energy model 1 we derive the Phase-Field
and diffusion equation by relaxation in non-conserved and
conserved formulation, respectively:[16-19]

_/a ¼
X

b

lab½r�abKab þ DGab� ðEq 4Þ

_~c ¼ r
XN
a¼1

/aDar~cað/b;~cÞ ðEq 5Þ

Kab ¼ /ar2/b � /br2/a þ
p2

g2
ð/a � /b

�
ðEq 6Þ

DGab ¼ �fað~caÞ þ fbð~cbÞ þ~lð~ca �~cbÞ ðEq 7Þ

lab;r
�
ab are the interface mobility and the interface stiffness.

Kab is the generalized curvature term, DGab the thermody-
namic driving force, and Da the multi-component diffusion
matrix for phase a. The required phase concentrations~ca can
be determined from the Phase-Field parameters and the
total concentrations using the constraint of mass balance
~c ¼

P
/a~ca and the equality of diffusion potential between

coincident phases (two phases in a grain boundary, three in

a triple junction, and so on). Since during transformation
the interfaces in the Phase-Field model are subject to a non-
vanishing energy deviation from equilibrium DGab, we call
this situation a quasi-equilibrium. To calculate the quasi-
equilibrium phase concentrations ca in general, a thermody-
namic minimization is required. However, doing this in
every time-step for all interface cells is very time-consuming.
To speed up simulations, thermodynamic calculations are
only run after certain intervals and the quasi-equilibrium
data is extrapolated in between. Starting from a set of quasi-
equilibrium phase concentrations ~c�a and the respective
temperature T* for each pairwise phase interaction in each
cell of the numerical grid, a new set of ~ca is extrapolated.
Using the abbreviations D~ca; D~cb; and DT for the differ-
ences between extrapolated and starting values, the quasi-
equilibrium constraint is considered by

D~cb ¼ kbaðD~ca~qabDTÞ þ~qbaDT ðEq 8Þ

with the quasi-equilibrium partition matrix kba;

kijba ¼
@cjb
@cia

 !

c
k6¼i
a ;T

;~qab ¼
@~ca

@T

� �
cb

;~qba ¼
@~cb

@T

� �
ca

All coefficients are evaluated and stored from thermo-
dynamic quasi-equilibrium calculations, varying the con-
centrations cia, and the temperature independently.~ca can be
extrapolated for changed Phase-Field parameters, changed
total concentrations, and changed temperatures from the
starting set of phase concentrations~c�a by

~cað~cUbTÞ ¼ k�1ac~c�~c��a ðUbTÞ ðEq 9Þ

with kac ¼
PN
b

Ubkba and

~c��a ¼
XN

b

/bð~c�b~qabDT� kbað~c�a þ~qbaDTÞÞ

3. Thermodynamic Database Aspects

The thermodynamic databases constructed using the
CALPHAD method are sets of parametric functions
describing the composition, temperature, and pressure
dependence of the Gibbs energies for all the stable phases
of a given system. The availability of these functions allows
the calculation of multi-phase, multi-component equilibria
at any temperature, composition, and pressure by the
minimization of the total Gibbs energy for given conditions.
In our Phase-Field calculation this minimization is used as a
tool and applied to situations which differ from the ones
used in equilibrium thermodynamics. First, and most
important, the phase fractions of all phases coincident in
one numerical cell is prescribed by the set of Phase-Field
functions f/ag. Thus the system is over constrained and a
solution can be found only with a finite offset DGab between
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the phases (see Eq (7)). In strong non-equilibrium cases,
typically during initialization of a new phase, this offset can
be very large. Second, this leads to the fact that almost every
database access is in an off equilibrium situation and reliable
descriptions for the metastable phases and extensions of
phase equilibria into metastable regions are needed. As
experimental data here are hardly available,[20] good
theoretical models are needed to extrapolate data into those
regions. The databases should specially be checked to
assure that the models give some reasonable behavior also
in the metastable region.[21,22] The use of sound physical
models should be more trustworthy in metastable extrapo-
lations than mere numerical models. The use of additional
parameters than the ones that can be determined by the
experimental data in constructing the database usually leads
to uncontrolled model artifacts in the unknown regions and
therefore the number of parameters should be kept small and
linked to some physical trends. Lastly, the third aspect is the
treatment of phases for which the Gibbs energy has a
miscibility gap, if it is defined by different compositions sets
(ex: fcc-A1 in Ag-Al-Cu), or if it undergoes an order/
disorder transformation (ex: L12 c0/A1 c in Al-Ni). If the
system is far from equilibrium and the DGab offset is large it
happens, that a description of the ordered phase is needed in
the region where it is disordered. Extrapolation is then no
longer possible, the only description available would be the
disordered one.

Figure 1 shows the fcc phase diagram for Al-Ni which is
modeled with a single Gibbs energy function taking into
account the long-range ordering and describing the short-
range ordering. Note that in the equilibrium phase diagram
the function stable in the L10 range of composition is the
bcc ordered phase, B2. Figure 2 shows the Gibbs energy
for L12 and A1 in the binary Al-Ni system. Note, that the
energy differences are very tiny and the separation of the

phases needs a high numerical accuracy. An alternative
Phase-Field model, that uses the chemical ordering param-
eter as an independent Phase-Field variable is described in
Ref 11. It seems, however, difficult to generalize this
approach for general multi-phase problems.

4. Examples

4.1 Superalloy Solidification

The simulation of solidification microstructure formation
in Ni-base superalloys poses a special challenge for
thermodynamic-coupled Phase-Field simulation, not only
because superalloys are multi-component alloys, but also
due to the chemical order/disorder transformation of the
alloys and the resulting CALPHAD modeling, as mentioned
before. Single crystal superalloys are commonly Ni-base
alloys, with Al as the main alloying element and smaller
additions of Ta, Cr, Ti, W, Re, or other. The results
presented here were calculated for a model superalloy,
consisting of Ni-11.54 at.%Al-10.5 at.%Cr-2.6 at.%Ta-
2.9 at.%W. Gibbs energies are taken from a database from
Dupin, diffusion data from the NIST mobility database.[23]

Interfacial energies are: rcc0 ¼ 10mJ/m2 and rcliq ¼
30mJ/m2. The interface mobilities are chosen to fulfill the
diffusion-controlled limit. During solidification Al, Cr, and
Ta segregate to the melt, while W enriches in the dendrite
core. The solidification microstructure consists of primary c
dendrites and interdendritic c0 which forms through a
peritectic reaction from the melt and the c-dendrites. The
formation of interdendritic c0 occurs only due to segrega-
tion. As has been recently shown, the interdendritic c0

nucleates from the primary c dendrites at the solid-liquid
interface.[24] Figure 3 shows results obtained from the
simulation of solidification for a thermal gradient
G = 20 K/mm and a solidification velocity of v = 5 mm/
min. Shown is the W distribution over two dendrite trunks
with interdendritic c0. The Wenrichment in the dendrite core

Fig. 2 L12 and A1 Gibbs energy at 1200 K

Fig. 1 Al-Ni FCC metastable phase diagram
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is directly visible. The interdendritic c0 dissolves almost no
W and thus c0 is visible as blue spots.

During the calculation of this microstructure a number of
pitfalls show up. Understanding these is necessary to find
workarounds. When the primary solidification starts, just the
c phase is stable, equilibrium calculations predict the
formation of c0 from c well below the solidus temperature.
In the thermodynamic database used for the simulation both
phases are modeled with the same Gibbs energy function.
When c0 starts to order, the Gibbs energy of the ordered
phase is augmented by an ordering term. As a consequence
metastable c can be found over the whole composition
range, while c0 appears as the ordered phase only under a
very limited range of conditions (see Fig. 2). Outside this
range c0 behaves exactly like c. During the calculation the
phases are named, e.g., fcc#1 and fcc#2, usually in the order
of their order of stability. Thus the name of a phase is not
permanently associated with the thermodynamic description
and initializing the phase interaction at the very beginning
of the simulation results in obtaining the same phase
description for both phases. In our Phase-Field model it is
necessary to associate one phase description uniquely to one
Phase-Field parameter. That is obviously not possible under
these circumstances. Once the initialization went wrong, it
can only be recovered by restarting the simulation. The
workaround applied here is to delay the initialization of the
c0 until the composition in the melt and the temperature
reaches the point, where ordered c0 forms are ordered. This
is approximately the point for which also Scheil calculation
predicts the formation of c0. Once fine tuning the use of the
database for the Phase-Field calculation very successful
simulations are possible.

4.2 Solidification of Mg alloy AZ31

A successful combination of thermodynamic database
assessment and Phase-Field calculation can be reported for
the magnesium alloy AZ31. The thermodynamic description
of Mg-Al-Mn system has been improved by focusing on
Mn-solubility in Mg-Al liquid, which is reported in Ref 26.

It has been clarified that the solidification process in most of
Mg-rich Mg-Al-Zn alloys proceeds close to the Scheil
conditions. As for Mg-Mn-Zn system, it has been shown
that there are some inconsistencies in the reported exper-
imental works and the present thermodynamic calculation
describes more reasonable phase equilibria, especially, the
invariant reaction associated with the solidification of Mg-
alloys. Shown in Fig. 4 are calculated projections of the
liquidus surface, indicating primary crystallization fields
(from Ref 27). These are separated by the monovariant
three-phase reaction lines for liquid in equilibrium with two
primary precipitates. The arrows indicate the direction of the
reaction line along which the temperature decreases, and the
primary precipitates are specified in the figure. The dashed
lines correspond to the calculated result for Mg-Al-Mn
ternary alloy, while the bold lines represent the result for
Mg-Al-Mn-Zn with constant 1 wt.% Zn in the liquid alloy.
It should be stressed that these are described with quite a
high degree of accuracy based on the most reliable
experimental data. One can see that the addition of
1 wt.% Zn has no significant effect on these monovariant
reaction lines. More importantly, it can be realized that the
AZ31 alloy is in a delicate composition range with three
possible primary precipitates.

For the following simulation of constrained directional
growth a temperature gradient G = 10 K/mm in vertical
direction and a growth velocity of 9 mm/min were chosen,
the width of the calculation domain is 2 mm. To verify the
reproduction of anisotropic behavior initial seeds with three
different orientations were set (0�, 15�, 30� disorientation to
the temperature gradient). The given situation leads to
complex dendritic structures, with the local growth orien-
tations being physically predefined by the hexagonal
anisotropy and the individual grain orientations. Figure 5
shows the resulting microstructure after 23 s of growth.

Fig. 4 Calculated primary crystallization fields for Mg-Al-Mn
alloys (dashed line) and quaternary Mg-Al-Mn-Zn with 1% Zn.
The square mark indicates the composition of the AZ31 alloy.
From Ref 27

Fig. 3 Simulated tungsten distribution in the region between
two dendritic trunks. W is enriched in the solid during solidifica-
tion (bright yellow means high W content) and depleted in the
liquid (dark blue). There the c0 (blue spots) forms in a peritectic
transformation at the end of the solidification. Calculation by
MICRESS[25]
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Significantly the angles between dendrite stem and arms are
60� because of the hexagonal structure of the crystal lattice
of Magnesium. The evaluated growth orientations are in
good agreement with the expected values, with a maximum
deviation of 2-3�, which proves not only the functionality of
the anisotropy formulation, but also the fact that unwanted
numerical grid anisotropy has been reduced to a high
degree,[27] though it can never been fully avoided in Phase-
Field simulation. A rough comparison between simulations
and experiments shows that the primary spacing differs by
approximately a factor of two, which may be due to the fact
that the evaluated simulations were far from a steady state
or due to an incorrect surface energy and stiffness of the

solid-liquid interface, for which no reliable data are
available. Nevertheless, the simulations show the right
order of magnitude for the scale of the microstructure,
dependent on the growth conditions as prescribed by
temperature gradient and cooling rate and interdendritic
segregation of solute which follows closely the partitioning
as calculated from the database information.

5. Conclusions

A Phase-Field model coupled to CALPHAD databases is
presented shortly. Its main feature is the use of a quasi-
equilibrium construction for the partitioning of a solute at
interphases and a DGab offset between the tangent lines on
the Gibbs energy curves, that defines the kinetic driving
force of the interphase motion. Some issues related to the
use of standard CALPHAD data bases within this scheme
are discussed, that are:

• Reliability of Gibbs energies in metastable regions and
metastable extensions of equilibrium lines.

• Easy and consistent identification of the individual phases
by their ordering status.

• Splitting the Gibbs energy of a phase with a miscibility
gap into two hypothetical Gibbs energies. Applications in
solidification of a Ni-base alloy with formation if interden-
dritic c0 and solidification of AZ31 Mg alloy, using a
newly assessed database are demonstrated.
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